Introduction
Control of the solidification structures of a casting and ingot is important because the solidification structure has influences the mechanical properties of final products. To predict the optimum conditions to obtain a desired solidification structure, it is important to clarify the effects of the process parameters on the solidification structure. However, many experimental works would be required to obtain optimum conditions. Hence, it is desirable to develop a mathematical model to simulate solidification structure formation in a casting and ingot. In the past two decades, several models for predicting the evolution of micro and macrostructures of alloys during solidification have been developed. Stochastic models such as the Monte Carlo (MC) method 1) and cellular automaton (CA) method 2, 3) and deterministic models such as the phase-field (PF) method [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] have been presented, and many attempts have been carried out to simulate solidification structure formation of alloys using these methods.
However, there have been few attempts to simulate solidification structure formation in steel, which is the most widely used material in the world. For this reason, two factors might be considered. First, steels are mostly produced by the continuous casting process and solidification in the continuous casting process often proceed under flow in melt due to electromagnetic stirring (EMS). This condition makes modeling of solidification structure formation in steel difficult. Second, during the solidification of steel, complex phase transformations such as peritectic reaction and subsequent peritectic transformation occur. These phenomena also make modeling of solidification structure formation in steel difficult.
The present authors developed a numerical model to simulate solidification structure formation in an Fe-C binary alloy during a continuous casting process with taking into account of the effect of fluid flow due to electromagnetic stirring (EMS).
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The aim of this work was to develop a numerical model to simulate solidification structure formation in an Fe-C binary alloy with peritectic transformation. A simulation was carried out from the nucleation of many primary d phase and then through the growth of primary d dendrites, and finally simulate the peritectic transformation to predict the initial g grain structure by using the developed model.
Numerical Model

Front Tracking Method
Cellular automaton (CA) method 2, 3) is a way to simulate the evolution of solidification structures. CA methods which can simulate the features of dendrite morphology are often called Front Tracking Method (FT). [12] [13] [14] [15] These methods have the advantage of relatively small computational load in comparison with the phase-field method. An inherent problem of most FT methods is the anisotropy of growth direction introduced by the shape of the square cells. Present authors proposed a new algorithm 16) which reduces the mesh anisotropy. The front tracking method with this new growth algorithm was used in the present model.
Governing Equations
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the present model is basically same as that of usual cellular automaton technique. Basic procedure of the cellular automaton method is as follows: 1. the calculation domain was divided into uniform square cells 2. a cell can possess the kind of states 3. there are rules of transition for a cell that determine the state of each cell in the next time step depending on the state of intended cell, and the state of the cells in its neighborhood. For the model of dendrite growth, a cell has one of the three states of liquid, solid and S/L interface as shown in Fig. 1 .
In the front tracking method, the location of the S/L interface of a solidifying alloy is traced and the morphology of a dendrite can be delineated. Governing equations to determine the location of the S/L interface in the solidifying alloy are as follows.
Solidification of an alloy is mainly governed by solute diffusion in solid and liquid: Where C S * and C L * are the compositions of solid and liquid at the interface, respectively. k 0 is equilibrium partition coefficient. Figure 2 schematically shows the solute concentration distribution in solid and liquid at the vicinity of the S/L interface. Moving velocity of the S/L interface V was determined from the solute balance at the interface.
....(4)
Where n is the unit vector normal to the solid-liquid interface. Equilibrium liquidus temperature T* at the solid/liquid interface was determined using solutal and curvature undercooling.
Where T L is the liquidus temperature of an alloy with initial composition of C 0 , m is liquidus slope, G is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient, k is the curvature of the interface, and f is a function describing anisotropy of the interface energy. The Box-counting method 12) was used to calculate the curvature of the interface. The S/L interface curvature for a cell is expressed as follows.
........... (6) Where Dx is cell size, N is the number of cells to be counted. In the present calculation, Nϭ25, that includes the cell concerned, and all the first and second neighboring cells. f S k is the solid fraction of each cell, f S is average fraction of solid of N cells.
By solving Eqs. (1) through (5) numerically, the solid fraction in an "interface cell" changes. As described in the previous paper, an "interface cell" captured the nearest neighbor liquid cells if the solid fraction of the "interface cell" became certain condition and changed the states of the nearest neighbor liquid cells to "interface cell". 16) 
Peritectic Reaction and d d/g g Transformation
In the case of temperature above the peritectic temperature, each cell can take three states of liquid, d and d/L interface. When temperature falls below the peritectic temperature, g, g/L and d/g cells newly form and interact with each other as shown in Fig. 3 . The transition rule of a cell for peritectic reaction is as follows. Figure 4 shows schematic Fe-C binary phase diagram. At the time step just after temperature falls below the peritectic temperature, T P , the states of d/L interface cells were changed depending on the carbon content of each cell as shown in Fig. 4 . If the value of the fraction of g phase of a d/g cell exceeded unity, then the d/g cell was changed to a g cell. Figure 5 shows schematic illustration of the solute concentration distribution in d, g and liquid phases during peritectic transformation.
Simulation Procedure
Fe-C binary alloy was used in the simulation. Physical properties 17, 18) used for the simulation are listed in Table 1 . Free dendrite growth of a single dendrite, and macrostructure formation process with growth of many dendrites were simulated. A 2D calculation domain with square shape of 300ϫ300 mm was divided into square grids of 1 mm sides as CA cells. The divided grids were also used to solve the Eqs. (1) and (2) by using a finite difference method. The zero flux condition was used as the boundary condition of the calculation domain. In the simulation of a single dendrite growth, a quarter of the calculation domain was calculated and renewed states of each cell in the quarter were transferred to the other three quarters by considering the axial-symmetric shape of the calculation domain for the purpose of time saving of the calculation.
In the simulation, two conditions for temperature were set, i.e., isothermal holding or continuous cooling conditions. For both conditions, temperature distribution within the domains was set as uniform. Where DT is undercooling, T L is the liquidus temperature of alloys, T i is initial temperature, R is cooling rate, and t is time. In the simulation of continuous cooling, the calculation domain was continuously cooled with a certain cooling rate to certain temperature below the g solidus temperature and kept for certain time. The simulation was carried out for several initial carbon contents.
In the simulation of macrostructure formation with many dendrites growth, the calculation domain was continuously cooled from liquid state with a certain cooling rate. When temperature fell below the d liquidus temperature, heterogeneous nucleation event for primary d phase occurs in the undercooled melt according to the simple nucleation model with power low of undercooling. 19) The heterogeneous nucleation rate in undercooled melt, R Nu , is expressed as follows: where Dt is the time step, V CA is the area of a CA cell, DT is undercooling, a is maximum undercooling for nucleation and exponent, n, is the nucleation parameter. It has been demonstrated that the use of a combination of a fixed value of a and a variable n is effective for the simulation of solidification structure formation. 19) In the present simulation, the nucleation parameter (nϭ7) evaluated from the simulation for solidification structure formation of Fe-C binary alloy during continuous casting process 11) was used. Figure 6 shows the simulated microstructure evolution for Fe-0.4mass%C alloy during continuous cooling process. First the primary d dendrite grows in the liquid and then g phase forms at the d/L interface due to peritectic reaction and the primary d phase is completely enveloped by the g phase. In subsequent cooling stage below the peritectic temperature, the g phase grows into the liquid with the dendrite shape. The g phase also grows into d phase and the volume of the d phase is reduced. At the temperature of 1 763 K, the d phase disappears and the g and liquid phases remain in the domain. This result agrees to the manner of the peritectic transformation of Fe-0.4mass%C alloy with hyper peritectic composition. Figure 7 shows the temperature range of the peritectic transformation of Fe-C binary alloy evaluated by simulating the peritectic transformation process for several initial carbon contents. The temperature range was determined as the temperature difference between the start and the end temperatures of the peritectic transformation during continuous cooling stage in the simulation. The maximum temperature range of the peritectic transformation was observed at the peritectic composition of 0.17 mass% C. This result is reasonable because the amounts of primary d and liquid phases to be reacted are maximum at the peritectic composition, and this result agrees with the reported result by Fredriksson et al. Figure 8 shows the fraction of solid in Fe-C binary alloy at 1 753 K (gϩL region) estimated by simulating the growth process of a single dendrite. The solid fractions estimated from the present model ranged between those estimated from the lever rule (dashed line) and the Scheil equation 21) (solid line). This result is valid because limited diffusion in solid was taken in account in the present simulation.
Results and Discussion
Evolution of Microstructure
20)
Initial g g Grain Structure
It was assumed in the simulation shown in Fig. 6 that only one g phase nucleates on the surface of the primary d dendrite. Under this assumption, the number of initial g grain corresponds to the number of nuclei of primary d phase. In order to examine the mechanism of nucleation of g phase during peritectic reaction, a S45C specimen of 100 g in mass was melted in an electric furnace and kept at above the peritectic temperature of 1 776 K for 10 min, and then quenched into water. Figure 9 shows observed microstructure of the quenched specimen. Black solid line in Fig. 9 delineates the outline of an observed dendrite. In the dendrite, several g grains are observed and this result suggests that several g phases nucleated during the peritectic reaction. According to this results, a simulation was carried out to simulate the peritectic transformation with involving the formation of several g nuclei during the peritectic reaction. The simulation procedure of the g phase nucleation was as follows. Firstly, a single d dendrite was covered with gamma cells according to the procedure described in the Sec. 2.3. Then the newly formed g region was divided to several pieces randomly according to random numbers generated by the simulation code. Different integer numbers were assigned to each gamma piece and different integer number corresponds to g crystals with different crystal orientation. Figure 10 shows the results of the simulation of the microstructure evolution for some cases of g phase nucleation.
In Fig. 10(a) , only one g phase nucleates on the surface of the primary d dendrite, and in Fig. 10(b) , four g phases nucleate and eight g phases nucleate during peritectic reaction in the case of Fig. 10(c) . The number of initial g grains should be determined depending on the mechanism of g phase nucleation during the peritectic reaction. Figure 11 shows the growth process of dendrites in Fe-0.2mass%C alloy melt with a cooling rate of 20 K/s. Several primary d crystals nucleate and grow with the shape of dendrite morphology, and then when temperature falls below the peritectic temperature, g phases form due to the peritectic reaction. Left figures in Fig. 11 show the result of the simulation with one g phase nucleation and right figures in Fig. 11 show the result of the simulation with four g phase nucleation. At the end of the solidification, g phases collide with each other and finally forms initial g grain macrostructures. It is seen that the number of initial g grains is determined by the number of g nuclei formed during the peritectic reaction. Further investigation on the mechanism of the nucleation of g phase during the peritectic reaction must be required to predict the accurate initial g grain structure.
By combining the present model with a model for g grain growth, it can be expected to predict the g grain structure of carbon steel at arbitrary temperature by carrying out the simulation though the whole process form the nucleation of d phase, growth process of d dendrites, peritectic transformation and subsequent g grain growth.
Conclusions
A numerical model to simulate solidification structure formation in Fe-C binary alloy with peritectic transformation was developed by using the front tracking method. The simulation from the nucleation of primary d phase, the growth process of d dendrite and finally to the peritectic transformation was carried out and the initial g grain structure of Fe-C binary alloy was predicted. It was shown that the simulated initial gamma grain structure is dependent on the mechanism of the nucleation of gamma phase during peritectic reaction. 
